Volkswagen passat 2006

With its fun-to-drive character, premium interior furnishings and wide range of features, the
Volkswagen Passat is one of our favorite midsize sedans and wagons. Don't buy your next
family car without driving one of these first. The Volkswagen Passat has been one of our
favorite midsize family cars since the late s. And apparently, consumers agree with our
assessment. Passat sales have increased more than six-fold since it first appeared in dealer
showrooms. This sedan and wagon pair appeals to those who seek something a little different
from the mainstream and are willing to pay a little more for the Passat's European style and
engineering. Although still an impressive car right up through last year, the VW Passat had
fallen behind its Japanese and American competitors when it came to power and interior room.
Volkswagen has addressed both issues for , as the Passat has been graced with a
roof-to-rubber redesign, one that leaves it bigger, faster and more luxurious than ever before.
The new Volkswagen Passat is 3 inches longer and wider than the previous-generation model,
and boasts an additional 2. The cabin has been gussied up with class-leading materials to give
it an even more upscale appearance, and smart, thoughtful tweaks have been made within the
cockpit. The steering column-mounted ignition switch has been replaced with a dashboard slot;
the vehicle is started simply by inserting a "key" into the aperture. Storage areas were at a
premium in the previous Passat, but the new one offers larger bins and containers, and even an
umbrella holder in the driver door. The Volkswagen car gets more excitement under the hood, in
the form of a horsepower, 2. It's a terrific engine with lots of torque pound-feet , and mates
nicely to a six-speed manual transmission or VW's six-speed Tiptronic automatic. For those
determined to outmuscle Altima drivers, there's a new narrow-angle 3. The 4Motion
all-wheel-drive system is optional with the V6. The Passat's body structure is percent stiffer
than before, and this along with an all-new fully independent suspension, provides sportier
handling than before. Body roll is muted around turns, and the squat and dive which plagued
the previous-generation VW Passat are completely absent. Whether you're in the market for an
entry-level leatherette-lined commuter with the 2. Although it costs considerably more than
midsize sedan competitors, the VW Passat has a premium feel through and through that
competitors are hard-pressed to match. The midsize Volkswagen Passat is available in sedan
and wagon body styles. The wagon won't arrive until midyear The sedan is available in four trim
levels, Value Edition, 2. Opt for the 2. Step up to the 3. Options on the Volkswagen car include a
sunroof, leather upholstery, an upgraded Dynaudio sound system and a navigation system.
Among the exclusive 3. Standard on Value Edition and 2. This engine comes with a six-speed
manual transmission or a six-speed Tiptronic automatic. All 3. VW offers the V6 with the
automatic transmission only. All Volkswagen Passat models are front-wheel drive, except for
the 3. Every VW Passat comes with four-wheel antilock disc brakes, traction control, stability
control, anti-whiplash front head restraints, front-seat side airbags and full-length head curtain
airbags. Rear-seat side airbags are available as an option across all trims. One neat feature the
Passat offers is an automatic brake disc-wiping system that helps keep the brakes cleaner and
more effective in wet weather. With its potent engine lineup and well-balanced chassis, the
Volkswagen Passat is one of the most entertaining cars in its class. Either of the engines will
satisfy, as the refined turbo four pulls hard right off the line, while the V6 offers more than
enough power for any situation. The new steering system adjusts power assist based on vehicle
speed and steering wheel angle, stiffening up on straight stretches of highway and dialing in
more assist for turns. Although suspension calibration is weighted toward sporty driving, the
Passat's ride quality remains smooth and comfortable however, opting for inch wheels can
result in slight choppiness. Even at the Value Edition trim level, the Passat's cabin is
comfortable and upscale in feel, with an atmosphere that's immediately luxurious and inviting.
The redesign results in a more spacious cabin, with 2. Although the Build and materials quality
leads the class. Available styles include 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Volkswagen Passat. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Volkswagen lease specials Check out Volkswagen Passat
lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. V6 models are expensive compared to Japanese rivals. Other years.

List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The
VW Passat has been redesigned inside and out for The current version is 3 inches longer and 3
inches wider than its predecessor, with a more spacious cabin. Initially, VW will offer only a
sedan, but the wagon rejoins the lineup later in the model year. Engine choices include the 2.
Trim levels have been renamed and recast; the Passat now comes in Value Edition, 2. Read
more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought this 2. Now it has about K miles on it. Great car.
Never had any major issues with it. The handling is much better than some competitors in its
class. My wife and I both like the look very much. So classic. I was surprised to see many
negative reviews here, but I do understand normally only people who had trouble would spend
time writing reviews. So I wanted to tell a little the other side of story. Read less. Things people
forget, however, is that with performance comes a lack of "reliability. This is not a problematic
car. It is a car that uses performance parts that needs to be watched and maintained. Mine was
big money to keep running, but worth every penny. It drove like a sports car, carried a family
like an elite sedan, and looked more expensive than it was. It never had an issue that disabled it,
and it never had an issue that wasn't to be expected with the high mileage it had. Beware, and
enjoy. I own a passat sedan, the first year of owning the car my catalytic coverter went out.
From that point each year a major componet on the vehicle goes out. Now I keep getting check
engine light, the oil has to be replaced often and the cost to repair vehicle continues to rise.
Now I have a camsgaft issue that is causing the regulator to leak. This is by far the worst vehicle
I have ever owned. I tell everyone I know and don't via reviews to stop buying vw vehicles. They
don't stand by their product. Its pure garbage, since owning the vehicle I have spent approx.
Please don't be fooled into buying this product. This model still excellent and performs! I
bought my Passat with the V6 engine and it has been the best car I have ever owned. I had
leased a Passat before with the 2. This Passat has a sports suspension VW stiffened it up due to
complaints about a "squishier" ride in older models that she really disliked but appealed to my
love of sports cars going back to the 60's. The V6 engine has been a blast, all the power I
needed in tight situations and it doesn't burn oil like it's Audi cousins. I just turned , miles on it
and it is not only running strong but it averages 28 miles per gallon. I figured I would lose the
mileage due to the larger engine but it sips gas even when I drive it hard. My only complaint is
the breakdown of the headlight covers as they fog over time and some of the rubbery surfacing
on the driver's side armrest and sections of the dashboard show wear with chips and peeling.
The lines on the car and interior are dated now but still cool in a guy sort of way with a black
exterior and interior. If you can find one with the V6 engine grab it and take it on a mountain
road to fell the power and cornering ability. The resale on it is pretty low with my current
mileage so it is always a debate about dropping more money into it but I am thinking seriously
about having it repainted since I have some fade spots on the roof and hood that makes the car
look old. Still a blast to drive with the car's suspension and the V6. See all reviews of the Used
Volkswagen Passat. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip.
Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who
viewed this also viewed 3 average Rating out of 2 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the
Passat. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. For more information and appointments please call Antonio Munoz at ,
or visit Description: Used Volkswagen Passat 2. Outstanding value. This Passat has all the new
car look and condition throughout in a super sporty exterior but priced far below MSRP. Roomy
and spacious interior with loads of standard power options accessories and safety features.
Superior MPG. German engineered. American built. One of the best Passat buys available. See
why. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you!
Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition.
All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most
current information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory,
there may be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the
Dealership. This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery
and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an
evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of
reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and
ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact
the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for.
Description: Used Volkswagen Passat 3. We use state-of-the-art software to price our vehicles
to be the most competitive in the market. If you have found a better value, let us know about it.
We would love the opportunity to keep giving the best values in the market. Contact our Sales
Department at with your questions and to set up an appointment. People everywhere will love
the way this Volkswagen Passat 2. Looking to buy a safer 4 dr sedan? Look no further! This one

passed the crash test with 4 out of 5 stars. Complete with a sharp silver exterior and a black
interior, this vehicle is in high demand. Call today and schedule a test drive! Deep Black
Volkswagen Passat 3. Odometer is miles below market average! In Beaverton, OR. At Beaverton
Kia, you can be confident in knowing that you will always get the best price available in the
greater Portland, OR area. Recent Arrival! At Doral Lincoln we take pride in everything we do
and strive to not only to be the best Florida dealership but to be the best in the nation. Before
you sell your trade let one of our Sales consultants offer you the most for your car without the
hassle. Valid only to internet customers who provide printed offer. Not valid in conjunction with
any other offer. Price is subject to change without notice. We are excited to offer this
Volkswagen Passat Sedan. Why spend more money than you have to? This Volkswagen Passat
Sedan will help you keep the extra money you'd normally spend on gas. One of the best things
about this Volkswagen Passat Sedan is that it has low, low mileage. It's ready for you to truly
break it in. More information about the Volkswagen Passat Sedan: Volkswagen's Passat stands
out in its segment as having a much more powerful standard four-cylinder engine than midsize
rivals like the Accord and Camry, while its optional V6 rivals the most powerful engines offered
by those competitors. The wagon offers an especially roomy interior and cargo arrangement,
and has few competitors in its midsize class. Strengths of this model include safety features,
available all-wheel drive. Please call us for more information. It will ease your mind knowing you
are making a great investment. Want a car with low miles? The vehicle history report shows no
history of ever having been wrecked and our careful inspection of the body confirms this. We
know the importance of a powerful engine for those tough jobs. You put in enough hours
throughout the week, so why not have a car that does the same? Make driving fun again with
the exhilaration of a sports suspension that is precision tuned to grip the road. Beauty is
nothing if not matched on the inside. Nothing was spared in outfitting this highly functional car.
You will find every desirable feature accounted for. This car has undergone a painstakingly
thorough inspection ensuring it exceeds mechanical standards. The interior is spotless with no
rips, stains, or blemishes of any kind. An optional extended warranty is available for added
peace of mind. Not a single dent or scratch! Runs great and drives like new. Actual miles. Well
maintained. Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car! This car looks and drives excellent! Overall
this car is very clean inside and out! Please call with any questions. It's priced to sell ASAP so
give us a call now! We offer financing with very competitive rates! Dan Young What Drives You?
Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure.
And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for
details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state
or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease.
Look at this Volkswagen Passat Sedan 2. Its Automatic transmission and Gas Turbocharged I4
2. GLS trim. It is a stunning example of Volkswagen's goal of melding the aesthetic and the
technical. It has a dynamic stance, and just enough extraneous shapes and creases to make it
interesting from various angles. Fuel economy calculations based on original manufacturer data
for trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling
us prior to purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your
ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 2, Station Wagon 9.
Trim 1. Engine Type Diesel Gas 1, Cylinders 4 cylinders 1, 5 cylinders 21 6 cylinders Fuel
Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No
accidents. Not provided. Frame damage. Close Ultimate Machines Inc. Title issue. Price Drop.
New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 2, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought this 2. Now it
has about K miles on it. Great car. Never had any major issues with it. The handling is much
better than some competitors in its class. My wife and I both like the look very much. So classic.
I was surprised to see many negative reviews here, but I do understand normally only people
who had trouble would spend time writing reviews. So I wanted to tell a little the other side of
story. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has

collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

